
Geography 
This unit will teach children about the  

geography of China through focusing on the main human and  

physical features of the country, extending  

children’s knowledge of the world. Children will learn about 

the geographical similarities and differences between Chi-

na and the United Kingdom. Children continue to build on 

their map skills using atlases, world maps and globes along 

with using online mapping programmes and interpreting a 

range of information. 
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English 

The children will be following ‘The Read Write Inc. Programme’ of reading and writing.   

The children will also have opportunities to write stories, poetry and non-fiction based 

on our topic. 

Dove and Nightingale will take part in regular phonics, handwriting and guided reading 

sessions. 

Maths 

Place value and ordering 2-digit numbers; place value additions and  

subtractions; find a difference between two numbers by counting on; add two 2-digit numbers by 

counting on; recognise and identify properties of 3D shapes; find half of odd and even numbers to 

30; revise and recognise 1/2s, 1/4s, 1/3s and 2/3s of shapes; count in 2s, 5s and 10s to solve mul-

tiplication problems and find specified multiples;; record the 2, 5 and 10 times-tables; make links 

between grouping and multiplication to begin to show division; use the ÷ sign; tell the time to the 

nearest quarter of an hour using analogue and digital clocks; understand the relationship between 

seconds, minutes and hours. 

Science and Computing 

We will discuss how animals have offspring that grow into adults and think about how children have 

changed since they were babies. We will look at various life cycles and find out what animals need to 

survive.  The children will study the giant panda and write a report about its plight. 

The children will be creating informative PowerPoints about China. They will use websites to research 

the country of China. We will continue with our discussions on e-safety. 

RE and PSHE 

 

We will be thinking about special books and the Easter story. 

We will be discussing the different things children like doing and how they 

like to learn. 

PE 

A P.E. teacher from B.C.A. will be teaching the children key movement skills. In our 

other sessions we will be concentrating on basic game-playing skills, in particular 

throwing, catching and travelling with the ball. Skipping and partner work. 

Gym: rocking and rolling. 

Arts 

Children will listen to and appraise musical activities by playing 

musical games, singing, playing instruments, improvising and 

composing. The children will have regular opportunities to make 

and create drawings, paintings and models based on our topic. 

Your help 

Please make sure all items of uniform, P.E. kits etc. are clearly named. They do go missing! We aim to change the reading books and listen to the children read in 

school three times a week. Please understand there may be the odd occasion where this may not be possible. Similarly we appreciate your support in hearing the 

children read to you. It really does make a difference to their ability to read and write. The children will receive regular spellings, punctuation and grammar 

(SpaG) for homework. This term they will also be receiving times tables. 

 

 

 


